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Legal fund assists student after costly case
By ALICIA STRNAD
Assistant Editor

One Moorhead woman has
started a legal fund to pay for
the bills of an MSUM student
falsely accused in a Moorhead
home invasion case.
Pat Conteh said she decided
to start the fund because of
the
financial
difficulty
Deandre
Buchanan
and
Brandon Jackson were having
in paying their legal bills.
Buchanan and Jackson were

charged with 16 felony
charges following a home
invasion incident near MSUM
in July. Buchanan spend a
month nearly a jail.
“Deandre was in jail for a
long time,” she said. “He had
legals bills to pay, but he did
not know how he was going to
pay them.”
The fund initially began to
help both men with their legal
bills, but Conteh recently
decided to drop Jackson from
the fund.

“I don’t think he’s deserving
of our help because he knew
people involved in drug racketeering,” she said. “He’s not
involved in the racketeering,
but he knew them.”
It is Buchanan she believes
took the brunt of the problems
stemming from the case.
“Deandre got really sucked
into this because he happened
to be at the wrong place at the
wrong time,” Conteh said.
Conteh said she thinks the
charges were not the result of

any malice on the part of the
district attorney or of racial
prejudice.
“I think if it (racism) played
any part, I think it was very
very minor,” she said. “My
family knows (district attorney) Lisa Borgen, and I don’t
think she’d tolerate that.”
Although the charges against
both men were dropped in
October, they still have extensive legal bills to pay. None of
the money from the fund will
go directly to Buchanan.

Conteh said when she closes
the fund at the end of the
month, “I’ll just make a check
out to Mr. (Richard) Varriano,”
Buchanan’s lawyer.
“People have been really really very generous,” she said. “I
think it’s really going to help
him a lot.”
The Buchanan Legal Fund is
set up at American Federal
Bank, 601 Center Avenue,
Moorhead.
Strnad can be reached
at aliciawithay@cableone.net.

Veterans salute

Native tunes

Students sound off about military experience
military education benefits.
The GI Bill provides up to 36 months of eduStaff Writer
cation benefits to members of the military.
oanna Wald doesn’t see herself as a This benefit may be used for degree and cerveteran. “It’s hard to think of myself tificate programs, flight training, apprenticelike that now that I’ve been deployed,” ship, on-the-job training and correspondence
said Wald, a first-year construction manage- courses. Bakke that the majority of students
ment major and member of the U.S. Army receiving benefits are members of the Guard
Reserve. “It’s weird.”
or Reserve.
Wald served in Uzbekistan from February
“We provide support for our students in
through July in 2003.
obtaining their GI Bill payments,” Bakke said.
Mike Obach, a junior and com“We are able to contact the
munication studies major, doesDepartment of Veterans Affairs
Without this
n’t feel like a veteran, either. He
directly on behalf of our stuopportunity, I
said what he did while activated
wouldn’t know dents.”
“was nothing compared to those nearly as much as I do
Bakke is also a veteran. He
guys that stormed Normandy.”
served for four years with the U.S.
now. I’d probably be
Obach and Wald are members of
Air Force and has been stationed
doing manual labor
two different branches of the milin Indiana, Texas, Japan and
somewhere.
itary: Wald enlisted in the U.S.
Maryland as a Russian linguist
Army Reserve right out of high
and intelligence analyst.
Mike Obach
school, and Obach signed up for
Wald had just returned from the
MSUM junior
the U.S. Army Guard after two
Army Institute of Technology, a
years of working in western North Dakota. school where soldiers learn their job in the
Both students joined mainly to receive help military, when her unit was activated. She
with their college tuition.
was sent to Uzbekistan, where the time she
“My parents couldn’t pay for college, so I spent was “fascinating but hard,” Wald said.
found a way to do it on my own,” Wald said.
Language classes were held for soldiers, and
“They pay for school, tuition, books, every- they worked side by side with locals on the
thing,” Obach said. “Without this opportunity, base. Wald was able to travel and do some
I wouldn’t know nearly as much as I do now. sightseeing, but her time away from home and
I’d probably be doing manual labor some- her family and friends was difficult.
where.”
“The hardest part when I was there was
Les Bakke, MSUM’s director of information when I’d call home,” she said. “I’d talk to
technology and GI Bill counselor in the friends who wanted to talk about last night’s
Veterans Affairs office, said there are about
160 students on campus who are receiving ❒ VETS, back page
By TERESA SCHAFER
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First Nations singer Bill Miller from the Stockbridge-Munsee reservation in Wisconsin performed Tuesday in the CMU ballroom. The
performance was part of American Indian Heritage Month.

IFO, MnSCU settle on contracts
By BRITTA TRYGSTAD
Photo Editor

After nearly 18 months of
negotiations, the Inter Faculty
Organization and MnSCU settled on a contract for the
2004-05 fiscal school year.
The contract agreement
includes a no salary increase
for 2004 and a one-step, 2.4
increase for 2005. There were
no changes in the health benefits.
Cynthia Phillips, local IFO
president, said negotiations
took longer because MnSCU
was unsure of how much
money they could spend.
“Until MnSCU knew how

much money they could allocate, we couldn’t very well
agree,” she said.
Phillips said another reason
negotiations went slower than
expected was because the IFO
and the state failed to agree
on a comprehenive healthcare
package. The state refused to
budge on a contract provision
that cut the employer contribution to 85 percent of the
dependent health insurance
premiums. Previously, the
state covered 100 percent.
The contract was signed in
September. The last contract
expired June 30, 2003.
Trygstad can be reached
at shadowedfire@hotmail.com.

Massage therapist eases way into Hendrix
By DANIELLE MACMURCHY
A&E Editor

Feeling stressed? Look no
further—massage therapy
services are now available to
MSUM students and faculty
at Hendrix Health Center
through Relaxation Point,
owned and operated by Heidi
Ihry.
Penny Klein, director of
Hendrix Health Center, said
she considered offering massage services on campus
after the student health advisory committee conducted a
survey of students at MSUM
and several other colleges
regarding the service.

“The study really demonstrated the value that (students and faculty) would find
in offering this service,” Klein
said.
Relaxation Point offers therapeutic massage, reflexology,
craniosacral therapy and
sports massage.
Therapeutic massage is the
most familiar massage and is
typically a half-hour treatment focusing on the back
and neck. Reflexology concentrates on the reflexes in
the foot to reduce the body’s
stress.
Craniosacral therapy refers

RACHAEL FEIST/THE ADVOCATE

❒ MASSAGE, back page

Heidi Ihry performs a massage
in Hendrix.
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Vandalism outside Snarr.
Threatening behavior in
Snarr.
911 hang-up in Nemzek.
Medical emergency in Dahl.
911 hang-up in Dahl.
Liquor law violation in Snarr.
911 hang-up in Nelson.
911 hang-up in Owens.
911 hang-up in Owens.
Liquor law violation in
Grantham.
Intoxicated individual in
library.
911 hang-up in Murray
Commons.
Propery destruction in
Nelson.
Theft in Nelson.
Vandalism in Murray
Commons.
Fire lane violation in Lot D.
Fire lane violation in Lot D.
Fire alarm sounding in
Science Lab.
Fire alarm sounding in
Neumaier.
911 hang-up in Nemzek.

NEWS BRIEFS
MSUM celebrates
American Indian
Heritage Month
Events on campus for
American Indian Heritage
Month include:
Today (Thursday) - 11 a.m.
The Medicine Wheel CMU
205.
1:30 p.m. Loom beading
workshop, CMU 205.
Friday - 2 p.m. Native
handgames (location TBA).
Tuesday - Native arts demonstrations in the CMU main
lounge.
Nov. 18 - 1 p.m. Fry bread
eating contest in the CMU
main lounge.
Nov. 20 - 4 p.m. Storyteller
Mary Louise Defender in the
Spirit Room, 111 Broadway,
Fargo.
Nov.
23 - 2:45 p.m.
Storytelling in the Early
Education Center.
For more information on all
events, contact Jody Steile at
477-4272. All events are free
and open to the public.

Student Leader
of the Month

Career services
holds workshops

The Student Leader of the
Month for November is Leah
Kroger, nominated by Cecilia
Mafla-Bustamante.
Also nominated this month
were Melanie Bergenhagen,
Kate Nelson, Tamera Parrish,
Shannon
Bacon,
Clara
Stordahl, Jenelle Moehn,
Jeremy Parrow and Amanda
Lindstrom.
To nominate someone for
Student Leader of the Month,
stop by the Office of Student
Activities, CMU 229, to pick
up an application.

Career services will hold two
workshops
for
teaching
majors.
Interviewing skills workshop
will be from 4 to 5 p.m.
Tuesday in CMU 208. A
résumé workshop will be from
4 to 5:30 p.m. Wednesday in
CMU 208.

Student groups
must register
All student organizations
must register with the Office
of Student Activites before
Nov. 19. Check with the OSA
to make sure your organization is registered.

Learn Mah Jong
The Chinese Club will hold a
Mah Jong party at 7 p.m.
today (Thursday) in Flora
Frick 152. Refreshments will
be served.
For more information, contact Jenny Lin at 477-2913 or
John
Arnold
at
ou_qiang261@hotmail.com.

MSUM celebrates
Life Week
The Collegians for Life are
holding
events
today
(Thursday) and Friday for
MSUM Life Week.
There will be informational
tables in the CMU as well as
the presentation of “My Story”
at 7 p.m. in CMU 121 today
(Thursday) and a Cutest Baby
Contest from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Friday.

Toys needed for
crisis center
The Rape and Abuse Crisis
Center of Fargo-Moorhead is
holding a toy drive now until
Nov. 22.
Bring a new, unwrapped toy
to CB 115 to donate. Guns or
violence-based toys will not be
accepted.

MSUM, MSCTC host
Business Academy
MSUM and MSCTC will
deliver
the
Business
Academy. Session topics
include
“So,
You’re
A
Supervisor,” “Team Building,”
“Theory of Constraints” and
“High
Impact
Communications.”
For more information, contact coordinator Kathleen
Paulson at 477-5051 or
paulsonk@mnstate.edu.
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Advo

POLL

Visit our Web site at
www.mnstate.edu/advocate
to take the Advocate poll.
Last week’s poll
Do you support the tuition
freeze proposal?
Yes, 67%
No, 33%
Don’t care, 0%
9 total votes

Events planned for
International
Education Week
Secretary of State Colin
Powell has declared Nov. 1519 International Education
Week. Events include:
Monday - 3:30 p.m. public
lecture on international education and homeland security
in CB 111.
Tuesday - 6 p.m. geography
quiz bowl in CMU lounge.
8 p.m. study abroad panel
discussion in Grantham main
lounge.
Wednesday - 2 p.m. study
abroad information session in
CB 106. 3 p.m. public lecture
on social reality in CB 111.
3:30 p.m. Professor Benjamin
Smith will discuss faculty-led
short-term study tours in
CMU 207.
Nov. 18 - 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
passport application and processing in library lobby.
3:30 p.m. international
studies major open house in
CMU 203.
Nov. 19 - Noon international
student presentations in CMU
205.
All week Sodexho will offer
menus from around the globe.
For more information, call
477-2956.
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MSUM archer aims for Beijing in ‘08
By DANIELLE MACMURCHY
A&E Editor

Sophomore Kelsey Robinson appears to be a
typical college student. She works three parttime jobs, takes 16 credits and spends her
most treasured moments with family and
friends.
However, a great deal of Robinson’s time
reflects her unique life’s passion—archery.
Much of her time and energy is spent training
for the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, China.

First arrow
At age 12, Robinson’s dad first placed a bow
and arrow in her hands, hoping to gain a bowhunting partner. She admits that when she
first started, she missed the target completely.
“First arrow I ever shot, I hit a garbage can
that was holding water,” she said.
At that point, Robinson’s dad enrolled her in
an archery club, desperately wanting her to be
a skillful bow hunter. To gain more experience
and practice, Robinson began to compete in
local tournaments—and through the process
discovered an extraordinary talent.
She went on to win state, regional, sectional
and national competitions. She won her first
national championship at age 16 and acquired
a second national title two years later.
Robinson had an opportunity to pursue the
2004 Olympics in Athens, Greece, but instead
chose to attend college and spend her time
with family and friends.

Target—Beijing
As a 2008 Olympic hopeful, Robinson’s eyes
are now set on Beijing. Robinson said since she
was young, her dad encouraged her talent.
“He’s always said, you should follow your
dreams. You can do anything you put your
mind to,” she said.
Robinson pursues her dream with intensity,
practicing three hours every day, lifting
weights, running and traveling to the U.S.
Olympic training center in Chula Vista, Calif.,
every other month. There she trains with her
archery coach, sports psychologist, fitness
trainer and the U.S. Olympic archery team.
“I get to shoot from sunrise until sunset. I
love it,” she said.
Robinson enjoys practicing with U.S.
Olympian archers.
“Seeing them helps me realize that it is not an

Robinson makes her own arrows, which is an art
form in itself, she says.

PHOTOS BY DANIELLE MACMURCHY/THE ADVOCATE

Kelsey Robinson sets up her shot. She can hit a
bull’s-eye at 77 yards with a recurve bow.
unreachable goal,” she said.
While she is currently sharing her concentration with school and work, in 2007 Robinson
will take a break from studies and move to the
Olympic training center to prepare for Beijing.

Pressures of a hopeful
One thing Robinson said she’s learned is that
the road to the Olympics is not always smooth.
“I’m really close to my friends and family,”
Robinson said. “I sacrifice a lot of time with
(them).”
She also undergoes a great deal of stress,
both financially and psychologically. Robinson
identifies a mental state called ‘target panic’ as
her most stressful hurdle.
“Archery is 90 percent mental,” she said.
“Being afraid my life will be over if I miss the
bull’s-eye … that’s the most difficult.”

Sharing the passion
Passing on her love of archery, Robinson, a
level-two archery coach, teaches men, women
and children of all ages.
“Anyone can shoot archery,” she said. “I love
to teach them and build their self-esteem.”
She is currently training for level-three coaching qualifications, and her eventual goal is to
coach the U.S. Olympic archery team.
“I love to coach. After I go to the Olympics, I
don’t want to be done,” she said.
Throughout the past seven years, Robinson’s
archery has taken her to nearly every state and
will soon take her all over the world. She takes
little personal credit in her success.
“My coach, my family and God have got me as
far as I am,” she said.
Reflecting on her first stray arrow, Robinson
said the most important knowledge she has
gained throughout her archery career is, “You
can do anything you put your mind to.”
MacMurchy can be reached
at db_mac@hotmail.com
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Advocate editorial board
Bronson Lemer
Editor

Alicia Strnad
Assistant Editor

Ashley Johnk
Opinion Editor

Young voters
swing states
Maybe it was P. Diddy’s death threat. Or
maybe it was Bruce Springsteen, REM and a
dozen other artists, teaming up to rock voters.
Or maybe it was simply a need to make
America listen to the future leaders of this
nation.
Whichever the case, young voters flocked to
the polls last Tuesday, churning out record
numbers. An Associated Press exit poll found
that nearly 21 million voters under 30 cast
their ballot on Nov. 2—that’s 51.6 percent of
eligible voters in that age group. The turnout
was up 4.6 million voters from exit poll data
from the 2000 election and is the best tur nout
since 18-year -olds were given the right to vote
in 1972.
Fueled by MTV’s Rock the Vote campaign, P.
Diddy’s Vote or Die! campaign and the
Springsteen-led Vote For Change tour, young
voters flocked to the polls. Some skipped classes to stand in line for nearly 10 hours to vote.
Some cast their first ballot ever. Some made a
statement for change, and others stood by
their candidate.
Yet everyone made a difference.
In the past, young voters were sold short.
Lack of interest in political issues and candidates kept young voters out of the polls. With
the exception of 1992 and 2000, under -30
voter turnout has been on a steady decline.
The decline stopped this November.
No longer will we step back and let our voices
be overshadowed by our parents, our grandparents, our teachers and our neighbors. No
longer will we sit back as others make decisions for us.
In Michigan, young voters helped propel Kerry
to a victory over Bush in that state, 51 percent
to 48 percent, according to the AP. An exit poll
suggested that Kerry connected to young voters
on economic issues and the war in Iraq better
than Bush did.
Whether you were pleased or angry with the
election results, know that it doesn’t have to
stop here. Continue to support your candidate
or party and strive to do what is just, right and
fair. There’s power in numbers, and as college
students begin to realize the impact of their
decisions, those numbers will grow, until we’re
a weltering army demanding to be heard and
refusing to be ignored.

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those
of the college administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate
encourages Letters to the Editor and Your Turn submissions. They
should be typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation and any
affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent
to MSUM Box 130, dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Election over, world still OK
I have to ask myself more
questions than give myself
answers. Answers provide little comfort because they are
only reminders of what is in
charge of this country. I do
not mean Bush here, as much
as I’d like to. I mean the agenda of money, and Kerry winning would not have changed
this agenda.
Will I move to Canada
because I’m liberal and experiencing extreme anxiety about
where the country may head
from here?
No.
Because in spite of it all, I
am not doing badly. And most
likely I never will. I cannot feel
the economy closing in
because I am a white female
going through college and will
most likely have the option of
making enough money to live
comfortably in the future.
Compared to the rest of the
world, I am in good shape. My
crummy apartment has more

appliances than others in this
world will ever see in their lifetime. I own a car for God’s
sake. What culture on earth
beside ours has as many cars
as we do? (And needs them to
be blinged out for that matter?)
Anger and cheer are still in
the air. Those who are liberal,
like me, may not like what I
am saying here. We can
scream, kick and complain all
we want. Republicans could
have been doing the same easily enough.
Each end of the spectrum
thinks they are correct and
won’t concede otherwise. The
tender act of listening has
become a razored filter on the
ears of bias. So much for living in a United State.
So I’ll ask those questions.
Would Kerry have been prayed
for like Bush was? What will
Bush do to protect our country against terrorism in the
next four years? Are the liber-

als going to sit around in a
huff about the continued failings of supply-side economics,
or are they going to go out and
help those less fortunate even
though the government may
not? Is the separation between
the beliefs ever going to dissipate, and what does a better
America look like anyway?
Can there be one?
Everyone who voted on Nov.
2 must think that there can
be, because they acted on it.
It’s not time to shut down and
get comfortable.
Get off of your vegetating
butts, put down the Xbox controller and keep acting like
your convictions mean as
much to you now as they did
when you were reciting them
during heated political arguments.
This country is about its
people, not one guy in a threepiece suit living on a hill.
Kelly Hammerbeck
MSUM senior

Hunting leaves Roe cold
Opening deer hunting season was this
past weekend. For
many
hunters,
it
marked the beginning
day of a long tradition.
Many have been hunting or have at least
gone
along
with
hunters for years.
On Sunday, I started
my own tradition.
When I started, I didn’t
know much about hunting,
and I still don’t know all the
ins and outs. The most I knew
was that you use a gun or
bow, there are different seasons for different animals and
you get up really early to wait
for the deer to come out.
What I didn’t know and what
my boyfriend, Steve, failed to
tell me, was that like ice fishing (the only other huntingtype sport I’ve tried) it is ordinarily as warm as the Arctic.
Of course, all these tough
guys with whom I went told
me that this year was an
unusually warm opener. Even
though I figured that since
the sun had not risen it would
be extremely cold, it was
freezing.

When I first walked outside,
it felt nice and crisp, but that
didn’t last long. Steve and I
decided to sit in the doubleseated stand.
Once we were dropped off at
the spot, I prepared myself
with the little knowledge I
had. It was going to be cold. It
was going to be long. It was
going to be quiet, and it was
going to be a little scary.
I was frightened about seeing the actual shooting of an
animal and then the immediate field dressing of it, which
is gutting the deer. Being a bit
queasy at the sight of blood, I
wasn’t too sure if I could handle gutting the deer. Yet I had
seen the guys skin and hang
deer inside the garage the
night before. It wasn’t pretty,
but it wasn’t that bad and I
handled it OK.

So we trudged off
down a line of trees to
the stand, and that’s
when I realized how
cold it really was that
morning. I had on two
layers
of
clothing
(including
pairs
of
socks) and also coveralls. Plus the obvious
addition
of
boots,
gloves, hand warmers (of
which only one worked) and a
stocking cap.
At first, I didn’t see the stand
in the tree since it was dark
and I truly didn’t know what
to be searching for. Then I
saw it. It was a piece of metal
flooring that was apparently
chained to the tree, with a
ladder and, luckily, netting
that extended up to the waist.
It was this last part of the
stand’s manufacture that was
the only thing that kept the
wind from freezing me completely.
What I really gained from
the experience was that one
should dress in multiple layers with scarves, gloves and
hats. I also learned that, like

❒ ROE, Page 10
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Just how ‘dry’ is our dry campus
The word ‘dry’ brings a
few images to mind.
My mouth so parched
that my tongue sticks to
it. A desert so dehydrated that it provides for
few life forms. The Arid
anti-perspirant advertisements that claim my
pits won’t be sticky if I
use their product.
Dry seems to be an absolute
term depicting something
without moisture.
MSUM is by policy—and
Campus Security attempts to
enforce this policy—a dry campus.
In response to area deaths
associated with binge drinking, President Roland Barden
created a task force to curb

binge drinking. Students
recently stepped up to participate in this and other similar
coalitions.
I will never say that nothing
is being done. But some
actions make MSUM seem
hypocritical concerning this
issue.
Why
does
the
MSUM
Bookstore sell large glass
mugs with handles near the

shot glasses?
Why does this student
newspaper advertise
bars and drink specials
in nearly every issue?
Why do members of
student
leadership
organizations still participate
in
binge
drinking despite the
awareness of the dangers associated with binge
drinking?
Evidence of how very ‘wet’
our campus is can be found on
any trek across campus
grounds. I’m sure you can find
at least one—and likely more—
cap from a beer bottle, a beer
can, a broken liquor or beer
bottle or an empty beer case.
When prospective students

and their parents see evidence
of drinking on this ‘dry campus’ during campus tours, it
sends a mixed message. If I
were the parent of a prospective student, I would wonder if
other aspects of this institution were also two-faced.
Parents may doubt the credibility of this university.
Doubting parents may persuade their sons and daughters to attend college elsewhere. This means the possibility of lowered enrollment,
which means the possibility of
less students paying for the
substantial tuition increases
we see each year.
This means for students like
me, more of the burden to pay
for this institution may be

placed upon each of our shoulders.
MSUM must prove itself as
an institution congruent with
its policies. The Bookstore
should not sell barware. The
college newspaper should not
advertise alcohol. Student
leaders
should
support
MSUM’s values the same on
Saturday night as they do on
Monday morning.
We should all support
Barden’s alcohol task force
with each other’s welfare in
mind and the bitter taste of
local alcohol-related deaths in
our mouths.
Think MSUM needs to rethink campus policy?
E-mail Billy
at holmeswi@mnstate.edu.

F-M area has much to offer for students
Fargo-Moorhead does
not receive enough credit, at least not from most
college students. I realized this on an unseasonably warm day not so
long ago while visiting
Atomic Coffee in downtown Moorhead.
We all know downtown
Moorhead is undergoing construction, and many of its current businesses have closed
down, will soon close down or
relocate.
On the afternoon in question, something hit me. I was
looking out the coffee shop’s
big front window watching the
construction across the street
when I impulsively blurted out
something
about
how
Moorhead is ruining everything and giving young people
another great reason to blow
this popsicle-stand.
I continued this thought by
asking the person I was with
(somewhat jokingly) if he

wanted to move with me to
Portland or Seattle or one of
those other places typically
bored, idealistic young people
are always talking about.
His answer, though not what
I expected, made sense. He
said, “No, I want to stay here
and
help
make
FargoMoorhead cool.”
I kept what he said in mind,
and later that day I decided to
embrace the warm weather by
taking a long walk. I walked
out of my neighborhood in the
direction of downtown Fargo,
making sure to take streets I
hadn’t previously taken. I
walked around the downtown
area for more than an hour,

admiring the historical
buildings while soaking
up the downtown feel.
As I was walking past
buildings I had been in
and others I would like
to visit, I realized that
downtown Fargo has
much to offer.
The variety of unique restaurants is great: from The Cajun
Café to Sammy’s Pizza and
plenty of other eateries I hope
to try soon. Entertainment
isn’t a problem with the Fargo
Theatre,
Billiards
on
Broadway, the Avalon Events
Center and a variety of unique
places to shop.
Every time I find myself in
downtown Fargo, I think
about what my friend said at
Atomic Coffee. Honestly, I
think Fargo is already pretty
cool. I don’t mean to offend
any loyal Moorhead residents
with this statement, but in
comparison
to
Fargo,
Moorhead only has a few

places where I really like to ger, better and more diverse is
hang out.
one reason why many young
Thanks to downtown rede- people want to leave the area
velopment, Moorhead will in search of something new.
It’s a downward spiral.
most likely have fewer places
for people like me to find Officials realize that if young
people are leaving, they might
enjoyment any time soon.
Moorhead could learn some- as well cater to those who are
thing from Fargo.
already settled in. At
the
same
time,
Young people don’t
Instead
young people leave
want shiny new conof leaving with the feeling that
dos or law offices and
the F-M
this area has nothinsurance agencies
area,
young
peo- ing to offer.
downtown.
I, for one, want ple need to work
Instead of leaving
diverse
shopping, together to “make the F-M area, young
unique
clothing, Fargo-Moorhead people need to work
cool.”
together to “make
spicy food, original
Fargo-Moohead
artwork, fresh coffee
and a good place to kick back cool.”
outside the hours of 9-5.
Give downtown businesses
Of course, there are many your support, let people know
other reasons why young peo- what you expect from your
ple are leaving the Midwest. city and encourage diversity.
Finding a good job is way up
there. Then there are those
What are your favorite places
who leave because this area is
downtown?
just too conservative.
E-mail Cassie
at cassie_with_a_y@hotmail.com.
But wanting something big-

“
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‘HONK!’: Ugly duckling waddles to MSUM
By AMANDA JUNSO
Staff Writing

Imagine living in a place where continuous day-to-day struggles result
from feelings of not belonging and selfdisappointment.
In the family musical “Honk!” a compilation of the Broadway Junior
Collection, the classic tale of an ugly
duckling seeking self-reliance is reenacted by MSUM students.
Director David Wheeler said even
though there are two casts and the
work of this play has been limited to
only four weeks of practice, good people make it easier to get work done.
“We’ve had to work very fast and
some people are even having to juggle
two or three parts,” Wheeler said.
“Although there have been some challenges, such as working with the two
casts in order to fill both production
times, it has been a fun experience.”
This children’s musical, written by
George Stiles and Anthony Drewe,
shows the injustice placed upon Ugly,
played by Harry Lantto and sophomore
Travis Kuntz, by his neighbors as well
as his family.
Becoming separated from his home
by The Cat, Ugly is forced to find his
own way back to his family’s farm.
Along Ugly’s voyage he not only recognizes his self-worth, but also stumbles
across love and acceptance.
Kuntz, who has had theater experience since high school, said becoming
involved with the musical has been a
great experience. Kuntz also appeared
in “The Taming of the Shrew.”
“Transferring
from
Dickinson
University, I was told it would be more
challenging to capture a lead role,”
Kuntz said. “However, I auditioned and

Photos by BRITTA TRYGSTAD/PHOTO EDITOR

Above: Duckling Billy (Justine Gayle Fischer) tries to escape The Cat (Megan West).
Far Left: Josh Stenseth and Anna McCorison perform in MSUM theatre department’s family production of “Honk!”
it was very intimidating to receive my
roles in ‘Honk!’ as well as ‘The Taming
of the Shrew.’”
Although this play is intended for a
children, college students and adults
are invited to attend this high-energy
production.
The choreographer for “Honk!”,
senior Therese Noel, was also involved
in “The Taming of the Shrew,” said the
production includes funny people, and
each cast member brings his or her
own sense of humor.

“Although the musical is meant to be
for a child’s enjoyment, there are many
parts adults will enjoy,” Noel said.
“The humor and high energy makes
the hour show move along quickly.”
“Honk!” is a production that teaches
a lesson everyone can learn from. The
presentation of the children’s musical
will be presented at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Saturday.
Junso can be reached
at ajunso2004@hotmail.com.

Fresh faces, new talent brings
‘Guys and Dolls’ to stage
By CATHY BONGERS
Staff Writer

Sometimes all it takes to convince a fast-talking, gambling guy to give up his game is the
love of a decent doll.
“Guys and Dolls,” a musical based on a story
by Damon Runyon with music and lyrics by
Frank Loesser, Jo Swerling and Abe Burrows,
opens tonight at 8 p.m. in Concordia’s Frances
Frazier Comstock Theatre.
This classic 1948 Broadway show tells the
tale of two guys, gambler Sky Masterson and
Nathan Detroit, who’s the coordinator of “the
oldest established permanent floating crap
game.”
To win $1,000, Nathan bets Sky that he can’t
get the next girl he sees to go to dinner with
him.
That doll is soul-saver Sarah Brown, who
needs to convert more evildoers to good in
order to save her mission.
Meanwhile, Nathan struggles between his
love for the game and his love for his fiancé of
14 years, Adelaide, who’s the star attraction in

the Hot Box nightclub.
Concordia senior and assistant director Scott
Brusven said, “It’s kind of a big con because
the characters do a lot to manipulate people.”
The production includes a mixed cast of new
and veteran actors including Concordia
seniors Joe Willand as Nathan Detroit and
Molly Zupancich as Adelaide.
Bringing fresh faces to Concordia’s musicals
are Matt Krage as Sky Masterson and Allison
Buivaid as Sarah Brown, Brusven said.
Joining the talents of 35 actors, set designers
Will Slayden and Jason Espersen and a 22piece pit orchestra, Concordia’s only musical
this year has already sold out four of the eight
performances.
The play shows at 8 p.m. today (Thursday)
through Saturday and Nov. 18-20. It shows at
2:30 p.m. Sunday and Nov. 21. Tickets cost $7
for general admission, $5 for students and $3
for Sunday matinee shows. To order tickets,
call Concordia Theatre Box Office at (218) 2993314.
Photo submitted by SCOTT BRUSVEN/THE CONCORDIAN

Bongers can be reached
at bongerca@mnstate.edu.

From left: Allie Schaure, Katie Stukey, Bess Morvitz and Larissa
Shea.
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rtainment
Artist paints North Dakota beauty
By ANNA JAUHOLA

A LTERNATIVES
Comedy of Full Contact
Tonight, tomorrow
and Friday, 8 p.m.
Courtney’s Comedy Club
Warped Melon
Tonight, 9 p.m.
Speck’s Bar
Midnight Movie Series
“This is Spinal Tap”
Tomorrow and Friday
Fargo Theatre

Staff Writer

A child stares up at a tree, with only
blue sky for a background. Shades of
orange, red and yellow rustle and fall
about her face.
Suzanne Shope’s “Meditations on
White” installment No. 21 depicts this
child’s moment. While living in
Jamestown, N.D., Shope, originally
from Montana, decided to do a series of
paintings on the North Dakota landscape.
“Meditations on White: Paintings by
Suzanne Shope” is what Shope calls a
painting cycle. She painted one painting per day from scenes she remembered from her surroundings.
“There’s an intimacy in painting,”
Shope said.
This series is a meditation on the
North Dakota landscape where “everything is dictated by weather,” she said.
Shope also worked from memory-“a
fleeting memory,” as she called it. Her
fleeting memories intimately illustrate
North Dakota.
Through working with her daily surroundings in North Dakota, Shope
developed a great respect for the land
and people, which helped her accept
living in North Dakota for eight
months.
“I missed Montana. I live in a sweet
little valley so I wasn’t used to the flat
land,” Shope said.
However, the land inspired an intimate panoramic portrait of North
Dakota landscape. “Meditations on
White” was originally exhibited as one
installment consisting of 28 paintings
lined up together in the Jamestown
Arts Center.
Now at the Plains Art Museum in
Fargo, only 17 selected paintings hang
separately in the ArtView section for
local people to admire from now
through Jan. 16.
The canvases are only 14 by 18 inches, which adds to the intimate nature
of the paintings. Even though her surroundings were quite vast, Shope used
small canvases because she created

A RTSY

FM Symphony
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Sunday, 2 p.m.
Festival Concert Hall,
NDSU

Photos submitted by Plains Art Museum

Mojo Boogie
Tomorrow and
Saturday, 9 p.m.
Spirit’s Lounge

“Meditations on White” is a painted journal that artist Suzanne Shope created while
living in Jamestown, N.D. No. 21 is one of 28 paintings in the art exhibit.
these paintings in her limited spare
time.
Between teaching at the five elementary schools in Jamestown and an
after school program every day, Shope
set aside time for the next installment
of her painting cycle.
While she lived in Jamestown,
Shope’s surroundings were mostly
snow and bare land.
“There is a lot of emotion in paintings,” Shope said.
“Three-fourths of our thinking is
unconscious,” Shope said.
This is where memory and emotion
come in. A memory triggers an emotion
and that emotion then comes out on
the canvas. Shope’s fondness for the
land in North Dakota is truly shown in
“Meditations on White.”
“I just want my values to be valued by
our culture,” Shope said.
Each painting is an intimate portrait
of one particular memory. One shows a
ripe wheat field, another shows a
snow-covered prairie, one is a night
scene captured forever on the canvas

Shope’s “Meditations on White,” installment No. 4 represents the wintry landscapes that inspired her paintings.

in dark reds and blues and another is
simply a tree with leaves of changing
color. Each memory represents a fleeting moment that Shope looked back on
from her day.
We all think we remember things so
clearly, Shope said. However, when
searching our memories, some visions
are blurred. That’s one view of Shope’s
paintings.
She took a fleeting memory from each
day to create the next installment of
her “Meditations on White.” The brushstrokes are broad, both short and long,
thus making the paintings appear
blurry—like most memories.
Another take on this concept is that
her experiences in North Dakota are
bittersweet. Montana is her home;
North Dakota took some getting used
to. Shope’s subconscious mind may
have induced her to paint these scenes
to appear less appealing.
However, just as the non-artistic
community is often in the dark about
finding meaning in art, sometimes the
artist has the same difficulty.
“Artists don’t always know what their
work is about,” Shope said.
MSUM
sophomore
Danielle
Langehaug agreed and commented on
“Meditations on White” installment No.
4.
“I can tell this one is a road with some
trees on the side.” Langehaug enjoys
art, but doesn’t analyze it so far as to
find hidden meaning.
“I just like the simple things. Art
should just be simple,” Shope said.
“Meditations on White” is simple. The
installments are purely landscapes of
North Dakota. They are so pure that in
No. 21 the leaves of the tree almost
seem to stir.
The blue sky is replaced by white
walls and the tree is only a painting on
a 14-by-18 inch canvas. Passion for art
inspires and moves people, makes people remember and dream, makes people appreciate life.
Jauhola can be reached
at rbfg26@yahoo.com.

Top 10 Beats
Courtesy of KMSC
1 VHS or Beta,
Night on Fire
2 Tom Waits,
Real Gone
3 Mark Mallman,
Mr. Serious
4 Soledad
Brothers,
Voice of Treason
5 Legends, Up
Against the
Legends
6 Hot Snakes,
Audit in Progress
7 Guided by
Voices,
Half Smiles of
the Decomposed
8 Camper Van
Beethoven,
New Roman Times
9 Hellacopters,
By the Grace of
God
10 Codeseven,
Dancing Echoes
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Micheli hangs it up after 13 years
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor

Only two days removed from finishing the worst football season in
MSUM history, an emotional Ralph
Micheli announced he would resign
from his position as head coach.
Micheli announced his decision in
front of his players and coaching staff
during their final team meeting of the
year.
Micheli, who coached the Dragons
to a school-worst 0-11 finish in his
12th year as head coach, was equally displeased by the way things
turned out.
“It didn’t end the way I thought it
would end,” Micheli said.
WDAY-TV reported Sunday that
athletic director Alfonso Scandrett
would fire Micheli if he did not receive
a resignation. Scandrett said the
report was inaccurate due to

Micheli’s contract situation.
“To not let me go out after 13 years
the way I wanted to ... I think I
deserved that aspect of it,” Micheli
said.
Because he is a tenured professor,
Micheli will be reassigned to a different
position within the
Do you think
department.
Ralph Micheli
“Because
of
should have
(Micheli’s)
hard
resigned?
work getting to
Vote online at
mnstate.edu/advocate.
tenure, we have to
honor
that,”
Scandrett said.
Although Micheli’s decision didn’t
come as a shock to many in the athletic department, people involved
believe the situation should have
been handled with more respect for
the tenured Micheli.
“The way they let him go was a lot
worse than the way they should

POLL

have,” MSUM junior wide receiver
Derek Blackburn said. “They seemed
to show no respect for him since he’s
been here that long.”
Scandrett said the school would
have had to approach different
options and make decisions as to
where it wanted to take the program
regardless of Micheli’s decision.
“You’ve got to see why the program
isn’t doing as well as it’s supposed to
be doing or as well as you want it to
do,” Scandrett said. “From that
standpoint you need to make a decision.”
Micheli will remain a faculty member, being reassigned to the physical
education and health departments.
“I’m a full-time faculty member,”
Micheli said. “I’m going to miss coaching, but I’m going to go on with my
life, enjoy it. I’m still going to be here.”

❒ MICHELI, page 9
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Ralph Micheli announced Monday he would
resign as MSUM football’s head coach.

2004-05 WOMEN’S BASKETBALL PREVIEW

Strange brew
Nelson says seniors will have to lead large freshman class
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor

It’s unlike any combination
of players Karla Nelson has
ever seen.
Still, the MSUM women’s
basketball head coach has
faith in the mostly untested
group.
With nine freshmen, two true
sophomores and four seniors,
the Dragons are looking to
build upon any strengths they
have to remain near the top of
the NSIC.
MSUM finished 16-13 last
season but lost five seniors,
including NSIC all-conference
forward Liz Klukas.
The depleted amount of
experience has left Nelson
looking to a group of headstrong seniors for leadership.
“(The seniors) have really
showed great leadership,”
Nelson said. “They understand what it’s going to take to
be there in the end. Hopefully
for them we will be.”
Senior guards Jackie Doerr
and Dana Weibel each return
for their third season in the
starting lineup.
Doerr returns for her third
season as the Dragons’ starting point guard.

Weibel is the Dragons topreturning scorer and was the
team’s assist leader last season.
As a junior, Weibel’s numbers were down but she
expects to improve this seson
with the Dragons need for
help in the post.
“Our main focus is still to
work from inside out,” Weibel
said.
Senior three-point specialist
Lindsay Hartmann is also
competing for backcourt playing time. Hartmann shot 40
percent from beyond the arc
last season.
Even with a formidable backcourt, a strong inside presence
is what has driven the
Dragons the past few years.
And the senior guards know it.
“We understand its bigger
than us,” Hartmann said.
This season, a pair of 6-foot3 centers will compete in the
frontcourt.
Sophomore
Jessica
Fesenmaier and senior Jenny
Thon each have experience in
the paint, but it’s the younger
Fesenmaier who looks to take
over where Klukas left off.
The true sophomore averaged seven points and four
rebounds while blocking 41

BRITTA TRYGSTAD/PHOTO EDITOR

MSUM head coach Karla Nelson tosses a pass inside to one of her players during practice. Nelson
said the development of freshmen and team chemistry are the keys to success this year.
shots in limited minutes off
the bench last year.
But unlike previous seasons
the Dragons are not going to
be able to rely on a single
player to guide them.
“We don’t have one dominant
player,” Nelson said. “The nice

thing about this team is they
really share the ball. For a
coach that’s kind of exciting.”
Nelson hopes a talented
group of redshirt and true
freshmen make enough of an
impact to help carry the team.
“I think there’s going to be

lots of ups and downs with
them,” Nelson said. “It’s the
normal routine for a freshman.
They’re going to shine at times
and at other times there are
going to be some struggles.”
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FOOTBALL

Rollins rolls over MSUM to rushing record
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor

LIZZIE STARK/THE ADVOCATE

Bert Smith runs around an end in the
Dragons’ 47-36 loss at the Metrodome.

R.J. Rollins put the final nail in the
coffin of the most disappointing football season in MSUM history.
The Minnesota-Crookston junior
running back racked up an NSICrecord 384 yards and scored five
touchdowns as the Golden Eagles
defeated MSUM 47-36 at the NSIC
Metrodome Classic Saturday.
It was an upsetting end to the
Dragons’ (0-11, 0-7) season. It
marked the first time since 1959 that
MSUM has finished the season winless.
Rollins, who carried the ball 41

times, paced the Golden Eagles
rushing game that accounted for 518
yards.
Minnesota-Crookston quarterback
Jason Simmons provided another
ground boost, rushing for 79 yards
on eight carries, then took to the air
to complete 3 of 4 passes for 63
yards.
In a twist of irony, the Dragons,
scored more points and gained more
yards than they had in any game all
season, yet still couldn’t come out on
top.
The Dragons used six different ball
carriers to gain 275 rushing yards.
Freshmen running back Bert Smith
led the way with 60 yards on eight

carries.
Smith gave MSUM a 29-26 lead
early in the fourth quarter with a 31yard touchdown run, but Rollins and
Golden Eagles sophomore running
back Matt Eggl each scored touchdowns over the next two minutes to
put the Eagles on top 39-29.
Rollins tore off a 70-yard run with
11:30 left in the game. Then, less
than a minute later, after the Golden
Eagles had recovered an onside kick
booted by Rollins, Eggl rumbled 47
yards into the end zone for another
score.
MSUM sophomore quarterback
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MONKE BUSINESS: MICHELI STEPS DOWN

Ralph did the honorable thing by stepping down
Ralph Micheli proved what true character is this week.
MSUM’s head football coach did the
dignified thing by stepping down after
finishing 0-11 in his 12th season as
head coach.
Although it’s going to be strange to
not be able to work with him, I’m glad
both Micheli and the university decided to go in the direction they did and
not make things harder than they
could have been.
Micheli maintained all season that if
he couldn’t fix the problem and get
things turned around, he’d take the
blame.
If the administration refused to give
him the tools, i.e. scholarships, they
wouldn’t have to bother showing him
the door — he’d find it himself.
Micheli did the brave thing by stepping down. He lived up to the responsibility that every coach must endure
at least once in his career. He took the
blame for an entire program.

To be fair to Micheli, injuries and lack
of funding played a hand in the resignation. Over the past two years, the
Dragons had lost countless starters to
injuries.
The worst came in September when
starting junior quarterback Sean
Belmont went down with a torn ACL
for the second consecutive season.
After Belmont went down, lack of
depth started to hurt the Dragons
worse than they thought it would.
Sophomore backup quarterbacks
Derek Smith and Kelly Meslow had little or no playing experience at the college level, and it showed.
But you can’t blame the players.

Coaches have to step up to the plate
and take the blame.
Micheli knew this. That’s why he took
the high road and put everything upon
himself.
It didn’t come as quietly and personally as he had hoped it would though.
Micheli planned to announce his resignation to members of the football
team and coaching staff at their team
meeting Monday night.
But when WDAY-TV reported that
athletic director Alfonso Scandrett
would fire Micheli if he didn’t resign,
things took an ugly turn.
Instead of taking the quiet, dignified
route, Micheli and Scandrett were
forced into a position neither wanted
to be in.
It put Micheli in a humiliating situation and made Scandrett look like a
bad guy. Neither needed to happen.
Micheli should have had his chance
to walk away the way he saw fit.
Although I believe it’s in the best

interest of the football program to wipe
the slate clean and find new coaches,
I’m going to miss the comfortable setting Ralph always provided.
No other coach, player or individual
has been as gracious to me in my time
as a reporter. Ralph was by far the easiest coach I’ve ever had the opportunity to work with.
If his team lost by 60 points, or won
by 30, Ralph would be the same man.
He took every aspect of his job seriously and never wavered.
He had his fun, not so serious
moments too. How many other coaches would offer to share a pizza with a
couple of reporters after a 42-0 loss?
Most wouldn’t even want to see a
reporter’s face after that, let alone offer
them food.
But that was Ralph. That’s why he’ll
be missed.
Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.

VOLLEYBALL

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Dragons finish regular season third
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer
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Senior guard Ben Aalto tries to brush off an NDSU defender in
their exhibition game at the Bison Sports Arena Saturday.

Bison beat Dragons
70-56 in exhibition
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer

The MSUM men’s basketball team lost to NDSU 70-56
in an exhibition at the Bison
Sports Arena Saturday.
While the game might not
be a good indicator of how
the Dragons will fare against
opponents on their NCAA
Division II schedule, it gave
MSUM a chance to evaluate
the strengths and weaknesses of its players in game situations.
“We got a good test from the
Bison,” Engen said. “We got a
little bit of a different type of
look.
“It was a good game for us
and hopefully a building
block to get ready for the season.”
The
offense
showed
promise, with a combined 38
points from seniors Ridas
Globys, Deandre Buchanan
and Chris Anderson. But the
rest of the team totaled just
18 points on 8 of 18 shooting
and one offensive rebound,
revealing the team’s inability
to compete inside.
Chris Anderson led the
Dragons
with
seven
rebounds.
“I got a feel that our inside
game is lacking, a lot like last
year,” Engen said. “We got
beat on the boards bad.”

The Dragons are without
freshman center Kyle Nelson,
who is currently out with a
fractured foot.
The game also provided the
team an opportunity to look
at true freshmen Blake
Strouth and Lee Isaacson,
though Engen admits it wasn’t under the most hospitable
conditions.
Strouth was 3 of 4 from the
field and Isaacson 2 of 3. The
pair combined for 11 points,
four rebounds and four
steals.
Engen said the younger
players are promising, but
this season’s success is
dependent upon the team’s
senior class elevating their
games to the next level.
The Bison are rebuilding in
their first year at the Division
I level.
NDSU was led by forward
Myron Green and his 20point effort. The Bison built a
12-point lead by halftime,
shooting 58.6 percent in the
first half.
The Dragons will open their
home schedule with a 7:30
p.m.
game
against
Crossroads
College,
Rochester,
Minn.,
on
Monday.

Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.

The MSUM volleyball team
finished its regular season
schedule with three NSIC
road losses.
The
Dragons
lost
to
Concordia-St. Paul 30-24, 3016, 30-11 Tuesday, Nov. 2,
then lost to Wayne State (Neb.)
College 30-14, 30-28, 31-29
Friday
and
Southwest
Minnesota State, Marshall,
30-17,
30-21,
30-22
Saturday.
Freshman
setter
Julie
Vancura had 39 set assists in
the Dragons’ 3-0 loss to
Wayne State.
Junior
middle
hitter
Sigourney Schaffer led the
Dragons (22-6, 9-5) with 20
kills.
Schaffer finished the season
second in the NSIC in hitting
percentage and fourth in kills

per game.
Vancura finished fourth in
both set assists and aces per
game.
Southwest Minnesota State
(20-7, 10-4), ranked seventh
in the North Central Region,
reached the second spot in the
conference for the first time all
season with a three-game
sweep of the Dragons on
Saturday.
The Dragons had defeated
the Mustangs 3-2 in their first
contest of the season, the
13th win for the Dragons during their 16-game winning
streak to open the season.
Senior libero Susan Kolbow
led MSUM with 15 digs.
Kolbow finished her senior
season second in the NSIC in
digs, averaging 4.98 per game.
The Dragons fell from the
second spot in the NSIC after
their three losses last week.
The Dragons had held the

❒ PREVIEW, from 8
Three redshirt freshmen with
size hope to make an immediate impact for the Dragons.
Allison Swenson, a 6-foot-1
forward,
and
Jessica
Trautwein, a 5-11 forward,
will lobby for time in the frontcourt while 6-1 guard Lisa
Dornacker will compete for
minutes in the backcourt.
“We need to show them the
kind of heart and intensity we
play with,” Hartmann said of
the freshmen.
The Dragons are picked to
finish second in the NSIC
according to the preseason
coaches poll.
Nelson said it’s nice that
their competition sees them in
that light, although she
expects the league to be more
balanced than usual.
She added that depth could
dictate who jumps ahead of
the pack in the conference.

Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.
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“If you’re not very deep you
could very easily lose quite a
few games,” Nelson said.
In an ever-expanding effort
to gain experience, the
Dragons will travel to NCAA
Division I opponent Wisconsin
to face the Badgers in an exhibition game at the Kohl Center
in Madison on Sunday.
Although the Badgers are
picked to finish near the middle of the pack in the Big Ten,
they present a formidable
challenge for the Dragons.
“I think it all comes down to
what kind of competitor you
are personally and how you
approach it,” Nelson said.
“If you’re a great competitor,
regardless of the level you
play at, there’s nothing better
than that.”

Wandersee finished out his
final season with a careerhigh 17 tackles.
The Dragons set records in
the season for most losses and
most points given up in a season. MSUM was also shut out
two weeks in a row for the first
time since 1956.

Micheli isn’t the only Dragon
coach that will be reassigned.
Defensive coordinator Dan
Lind is being reassigned to
strength and conditioning
coach, defensive line coach
Jeremy Olson’s contract will
not be renewed and offensive
coordinator and fundraising
coordinator Kent MacLeod’s
contract is still being re-evaluated.
Three other MSUM assistant
coaches, Robin Abraham,
Everest Martin and Brett
Kramer, will keep their
respective positions.
“It didn’t happen the way
you’d like in a storybook,”
Micheli said. “But, If you’d let
it bug you, it’d make you sick.”
Micheli, who began coaching
at MSUM in 1993, as an
assistant coach, was promoted to the head coach position
in 1994. He holds a 56-67-2
career record at MSUM. In
1995, he guided the Dragons
to an NSIC championship and
was named NSIC coach of the
year in 1994.
The past five seasons,
MSUM has gone 15-38 under
Micheli. This season was the
first time an MSUM team has
gone winless since 1959.

Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.

Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.

Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.

❒ FOOTBALL, from 8
Derek Smith accounted for
198 total yards, going 11 of 21
for 149 yards passing and
rushing for 49 yards on 18
carries.
Smith scored on a 2-yard
touchdown run in the fourth
quarter and had a 12-yard
touchdown pass to junior
tight end Travis Kortuem in
the first quarter.
Senior free safety Matt

No. 2 spot since Oct. 1.
MSUM extended their losing
streak to four consecutive
match losses and 11 consecutive game losses.
Concordia-St. Paul (27-1,
14-0), meanwhile, did not lose
a game, sweeping the conference with 14 wins.
The Golden Bears, with the
top seed in the NSIC, host the
conference tournament this
weekend.
The Dragons finished the
season No. 3 spot in the NSIC.
MSUM plays No. 6 Winona
State (10-21, 4-10) at 12 p.m.
today at Gangelhoff Center to
open the NSIC tournament.
Notes: Schaffer and Vancura
were named to the all-NSIC
first team. Vancura was
named co-newcomer of the
year.
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❒ ROE, from 4
fishing, one doesn’t always get
lucky. During the three hours
we sat on the stand, we didn’t
see a single deer.
Unfortunately, similar to
fishing, other hunters around
our area got something while
we just sat there and
watched.
The part of being very quiet
and still was the hardest for
me. While I am not by nature
a talkative or twitching per-

son, I wanted to do something, especially when there
was nothing to look at. Not
only was I bored with watching the invisible deer, my toes
were immobile from the cold.
We weren’t out there long—
less than three hours—but
those hours seemed like an
eternity. I won’t deny that the
scenery was lovely. The open
fields and bare trees lit up as
the sun rose. Nevertheless,

there wasn’t anything to
watch.
I was glad when they came
to pick us up. I thought a
warm house, food and a
chance to unthaw my toes
was in order. However, the
guys thought to have one
more try at the deer.
This time we drove to a field
where some does had been
spotted and spilt into two
groups. One group went

around the corn field; my
group went through the corn
field. As much as I have
always thought traipsing
through a corn field would be
fun, this was difficult with my
cumbersome coveralls and
clumsy boots.
All of the walking proved to
be useful in the end, as my
group shot two does. With two
down we could finally leave.
Back at the house, I warmed

up my toes and prepared my
gear for when we were going
out again later that afternoon. This time I reminded
myself to bring more layers,
more hand warmers and my
imagination to withstand the
long wait.
What do you think
about hunting?
E-mail Roe
at roera@mnstate.edu.
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CLASSIFIEDS

For Rent

For Sale

FREE TANNING Eff. 1, 2, 3 bedroom apartments with paid heat,
garbage, water and sewer, 24hour indoor heated pool, hot tub
and fitness center. Underground
heated parking garage. Pets
welcome. Call 701-356-3801.
Mention this ad and receive
$300 in Galleria Bucks.

GREAT SKIN IS IN! Get soft,
glowing look-at-me skin. Velocity
skin care is the quick easy way
to a beautiful complexion. And
Velocity Eau de Parfum is light,
energetic and full of fun. Call me
to try Velocity products today!
Alicia Strnad, Mary Kay
Independent Beauty Consultant.
477-5147.
astrnad1@marykay.com

NEAR MSUM, 4 bdrm, updated
appliances, remodeled, wood
flrs, central A/C, 2 stall
attached gar, available immediately, 701-361-8500.
3-4BR/3BA, 1Blk to Concordia,
1100+sqft, new kitchen w/dishwasher, W/D included. 808 4th
St S. Short-term lease through
April or May. Available ASAP or
at semester. Garrick/Mary
Larson 218-299-4304/218-2871047.
INDOOR POOL
1 BLK W. ACRES
WEIGHT EXERCISE RM.
Resort-like living,
exercise/weight rm, sauna,
indoor pool, heat pd, efficiency,
1 & 2 bdrm, gorgeous yards
w/playground. NEW: Kitchen
cabinets, woodflrs in kitchen &
dining room, walk-in closets. Cat
OK. Call Stacy 282-6357.
2 Bedroom Apartment. 1011
20th St. S. in Moorhead
No smoking, no pets, new carpet! Free month rent!
$445/month heat and water
paid. Call 701-306-3862 or 701491-7000.

CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
COST: The Advocate charges
$3 for the first 30 words and $1
for each additional 20 words.
Classified ad forms are available in The Advocate office
during business hours.
Payment is required in advance
of publication. Classifieds will
not be taken over the phone.
No tearsheets are given and no
refunds are given on cancellations.
DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m.
for the issue published on
Thursday, no exceptions.
MAILING ADDRESS: Ads with
payment may be mailed to: The
Advocate, ATTN: Classifieds,
Minnesota State University
Moorhead, Box 130, Moorhead,
MN 56560. Ads with payment
may also be dropped off in The
Advocate office. Room 110 in
the CMU.
ERRORS: The Advocate is
responsible only for the cost of
the first incorrect insertion of
the ad. It is the responsibility of
the advertiser to check the
accuracy of the ad and make
corrections if necessary. The
Advocate will not be liable for
slight aesthetic changes or
typographical errors that do not
lessen the intent of the ad.
The Advocate is not responsible for errors due to illegible
copy.
CLASSIFICATIONS AVAILABLE: For Sale, Help Wanted,
Other, For Rent, Personals,
Roommates, Textbooks, Spring
Break, Typing Services,
Wanted to Buy.

A is for Advocate

Misc.
**#1 Spring Break Web site!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed. Free
Meals & Free Drinks. Book 11
people, get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6+.
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.
com or 800-838-8202.
Spring Break 2005. Travel with
STS, America’s No. 1 Student
Tour Operator, to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/reservations
1-800-648-4849 or www.
ststravel.com.
Spring Break with BIANCHIROSSI TOURS! The BEST
Spring Break Under the Sun!
Acapulco-Vallarta-MazatlanCancun & Cabo. Book by
Oct. 31=FREE MEALS & FREE
DRINKS! Organize a group—
GO FREE! 800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com.
Pregnancy Testing. Services are
free and confidential. Empower
yourself, know your options. If
you think you could be pregnant,
call FirstChoice at 237-6530 or
toll-free 1-888-237-6530.

Spring Break/Mexico. From
$499. Reps go free. 800-3664786. www.mazexp.com.

Help Wanted
College Student. Looking for PT
job sec/attendant needed in private home. Wide range of duties
included working with disabled
persons one night during week
5-10 p.m. and two weekends.
Starting pay $7.50/hr. 237-3959.
RENT FREE. College girls pay
your way through college with
this great job. Need girl to live in
private home. Room, board, utilities & $150/month in exchange
for light duties. Talk to girls who
live here. 237-3959.
We are looking for responsible
and reliable students to work in
the evenings cleaning offices.
Hours are flexible, most shifts
start after 5 p.m. and vary in
length to work with your school
schedule. Apply in person at
3431 4th Ave. S., Suite C,
Fargo.
ATTENTION SOCIAL WORK
EDUCATION, SOCIAL STUDIES, AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT MAJORS!!!
Community Living Services Inc.,
an organization recognized
nationally for the quality of its
services for persons with disabilities, has immediate openings
for MALE and FEMALE staff to
work with adults and children.
Duties include: role modeling,
mentoring, in-home and community based services. Positions
provide paid orientation/training.
Apply at: CLS Inc., 111 N
University Fargo, ND 58102.
701-232-3133.
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❒ VETS, from front
party, and I’m stuck on a
quarter-mile base that I can’t
get off of. There are no parties
here.”
Homesickness was only one
of the problems the soldiers
faced.
“Tensions between soldiers
rise, and it got stressful,”
Wald said. “We didn’t have
people shooting at us, but
some people did. And then
they had that to deal with, too.
“I think a lot (of people) don’t
understand what we’re doing
over there,” Wald said. “They
hear a lot of the bad and not
nearly as much of the good.”
Despite this, Obach and
Wald believe people are supportive of their efforts. Obach
has had people come up and
congratulate her when they
find out she is a veteran.
“People seem supportive and
grateful for it,” she said.
The base where Wald was
stationed is a temporary base
that houses troops returning
from
the
fighting
in
Afghanistan.
Wald’s unit did mostly base
maintenance, which consisted
of laying tent floors, road
work, digging drainage systems and ditches during the
rainy season and creating
baseball and soccer fields.
“The soldiers there really
appreciated that,” she said.
Obach
worked
as
a
Battalions Operation NonCommissioned
Officer
in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, a job
that demanded he know

MSUM junior Mike Obach conducted humanitarian work and
patrolled streets during his tour in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Obach
joined the Army National Guard to help pay for college.
where everyone in his unit
was and what they were doing.
They
drove
unarmored
Humvees on presence patrols,
sweeping minefields for dangerous areas.
Obach calls his experience
“rewarding.”
Despite
the
tough situation they face the
people he met were “wonderful
people. They are very poor but
gracious. People think they
have it bad over here, but they
have no idea.”
Obach
said
BosniaHerzegovina’s middle-class is
the equivalent of America’s
poorest class of citizens.
People
living
near
the
American bases are generally
better off than others else-

where in the country, Obach
said, simply because “we’re
stimulating their economy.
That is a big deal to them.
They love us. They think we’re
great.”
Obach spent some of his
time doing humanitarian
work.
“Winter clothes were a big
thing,” he said. “We’d make
special missions to hand
those out.”
Members in his battalion
also spent holidays passing
out school supplies to local
children.
“It was a good mission,” he
said. “Everyone got a kick out
of it.”
In the spring of 2001, Obach

was pulled out of classes at
MSUM for two weeks to help
with flooding problems in
Minnesota. Keeping up with
schoolwork was difficult, but
his “professors were incredibly
gracious,” he said. “People
have been very accommodating.”
Although Obach and Wald
serve one weekend per month
and two weeks during the year
with their units, they both
believe that the extra time
away for schools and training
events adds up to a lot more
time and that it interferes with
schoolwork and personal
lives.
“Sometimes it’s hard to get
homework done on those
weekends,” Wald said, “but
you can plan ahead of time to
get it done because you know
when those weekends are
coming.”
Both know there is a high
possibility that their units
could be reactivated in the
future.
“Most of the unit has accepted it,” Wald said. “When it’s
gonna happen is the big deal.”
Obach sees it differently.
“The battalion isn’t supposed
to go out soon, but you never
know for sure,” he said. “We
don’t want to. We’ve already
given up a year of our lives.”
Obach said not just college
students who are being pulled
out of their civilian lives to
serve.
“Most are teachers, firemen,
valuable members of the com-

munity and families,” he said.
“When they’re gone, the whole
community suffers.”
Obach and Wald are both
glad they made the decision to
join the military, for the most
part.
“It depends on what time you
catch me,” Wald said. “There
are times when it interferes in
my life. But I learned a lot
about myself. I chose my
major through things I did in
the military.”
Obach said the leadership he
has learned throughout his
time serving is one of the best
benefits he’s received.
“I like doing what I do,” he
said.
As for their status as veterans, both students feel they
haven’t given as much as
other veterans have.
“Where I was at was not dangerous, really,” Wald said.
“What I did doesn’t compare to
what others have done, but I
do feel a bond with those people.”
“We’ve put family and friends
and our lives on hold for one
year. It’s still a sacrifice,”
Obach said. “But it wasn’t
near the sacrifice that those
other guys have (given).”
Despite that, Obach feels a
bond with other veterans. “It’s
rewarding to have my VFW
card to show to people,” he
said. “That feels good.”

Schafer can be reached
at teresa1019@yahoo.com.

❒ MASSAGE, from front
to a light touch therapy,
focusing on the head, tailbone
and spine. Ihry encourages
athletes to try a sports massage, which can be effective
before or after a competition.
Ihry said student-aged people are often timid when it
comes to massage. After working with hundreds of clients,
she has realized the importance of making each client
feel comfortable.
“The first time is probably
the most scary,” Ihry said. “I
think it is important for people
to ask questions. Communication is important.”
The student health advisory’s study also researched
how massage services have
worked on other campuses.
They found most of them to be
successful. NDSU, for example, has offered massage on
campus since their wellness
center opened.
Klein said she’s questioned
students about the service
since it’s opening last week,
and found positive responses.
“Students have thought
(Ihry) was terrific,” Klein said.
“They said they enjoyed it, and
they are definitely coming
back.”
The massage services will be
offered from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. every Thursday and
Friday. Student rates start at
$20 for a 30-minute massage,
and faculty rates start at $30.
Call Hendrix Health Center
for an appointment.
MacMurchy can be reached
at db_mac@hotmail.com.

